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December 16th, 2018 

Scripture: 

Zephaniah 3: 14-20 

Isaiah 12: 2-6 

Luke 3: 10-18 

“Joy!” 

 

Today is the third Sunday of Advent --- the Sunday of Joy. 

 

And tradition has it that the third Sunday of Advent marks a kind of mid 

point in the season of Advent. 

 

We are 2 Sundays in ----- and there are 2 Sundays left ---- in that sense we 

have reached the mid point of Advent. 

 

And this traditional mid point ---- signals more than just half over ----- it 

also marks a significant transition in colour and in theme. 

 

Indeed from the earliest days --- and you’ll notice this is still the case with us 

today. 

 

From the earliest days --- beginning some 15 hundred years ago when 

Advent was first recorded as being celebrated ---- the third Sunday of 

Advent the Sunday of Joy --- got a separate colour --- a separate colour of 

candle --- pink --- and a separate colour of paraments and vestments ----- 

pulpit falls --- communion table runners --- and priestly clothing. 

 

Breaking away from the early purple candles of Advent --- and the now 

more contemporary blue --- breaking away from these colours ---- Joy 

Sunday was --- and is ------- marked with a pink candle. 

 

As I mentioned a few weeks back --- as we began our Advent journey ----- 

the Advent tradition for many many years was afar more penitential and 

reflective than celebratory as it mostly is now. 

 

And so in this sense the pink candle leaves less of a mark --- signals less of a 

transition than it once did. 

 

In the days --- as it was for about 1500 years --- in the days where the 

candles were --- death --- judgment --- heaven --- and hell. 
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Death --- judgment --- heaven ---- and hell. 

 

This third week stood out far more drastically from the other three. 

 

After all heaven ---- stands out from  --- death --- judgment --- and hell ------ 

to a far greater degree than does joy from --- hope --- peace ---- and love. 

 

And of course this was intentional. 

 

This third week --- was a kind of huge relief --- an exhale --- after the 2 

heavy weeks of death and judgment. 

 

The first two Sunday of Advent traditionally marked the coming of the baby 

Jesus ----- and the last 2 marked the second coming of the full grown man 

Jesus at the end of time as we know it --- and so week 3 was meant to stand 

out and mark this shift of focus. 

 

And so ---- a separate colour was chosen --- pink instead of purple or blue. 

 

So the transition was time oriented --- mid way through the season --- and 

the transition was theme oriented --- a shift form first -- to second coming --- 

a shift from infant birth to adult return. 

 

And I can well imagine there may have been other cultural pressures as well. 

 

Advent is the season in the church year we seem to know the least about ---- 

and yet it comes before the one we seem to think we know the most about ---

- which I think is curious and fascinating. 

 

I think as 20 and 21 first century Reformed Christians we still have much to 

learn about Advent ---- I know I still do --- that’s for sure --- it seems new --- 

and yet it is ancient. 

 

However we look at it --- well informed --- little informed ---- not all that 

concerned even ----- the third Sunday of Advent marks a transition point --- 

a hinge point in the season. 
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One way of looking at it is to say something like ---- in weeks 1 and 2 of 

Advent we have a kind of climbing into Christmas ----- and then as we 

transition to the final weeks we have a kind of sliding into Christmas. 

 

As we enter into week 3 --- something different is beginning to happen. 

 

In a way it’s kind of ironic ----- that week 3 --- that Joy ---- marks the 

transition --- because it’s just about now that many people seem to become 

more stressed out than joyful. 

 

I was in the post office this past week --- and the young woman behind the 

counter ---- looked up and saw me coming up to the counter ---- and said ---- 

“Oh man ------ can Christmas just be over already.” 

 

“Oh man --- can Christmas just be over already.” ----- that’s what she said. 

 

And it wasn’t a question ----- “Can Christmas be over already?” 

 

It was an exclamation ---- “Can Christmas just be over already!” 

 

She wasn’t grumpy ---- she wasn’t a downer --- or a kill joy ----- but she also 

wasn’t joyful. 

 

She said it with a smile ---- and a snicker ----- playful almost ---- but it was 

also rooted in uneasiness and apprehension. 

 

Now she does work for Canada Post --- and it is the Christmas season --- and 

there are rotating strikes and all ----- so I think we have to cut her some 

slack. 

 

But it struck me --- for people of faith ---- this is a time of hope --- peace ---- 

joy ---- and love. 

 

But it often quickly also turns to a time of hurry --- panic --- rush --- and ---- 

get on with it ---- it’s a season of anxiety for many people. 

 

“Oh man ---- can Christmas just be over already.” 

 

This young woman ---- meant what she said --- and I know so --- because for 

the next couple of minutes she shared with me what was going on with her. 
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And suffice it to say --- joy was nowhere to be found ---- and a few backed 

up boxes of parcels and a rotating strike were the least of her worries. 

 

After I paid my bill ----- our little exchanged ended with --- “Well I just 

guess I just really needed someone to listen to me --- I’m sorry to have 

vented.” 

 

But in truth --- she really wasn’t difficult to listen to at all --- because she 

was being honest ---- and it all made sense ---- what she was feeling ---- a 

little ------ “Can we just hurry up!” ---- made perfect sense in her situation --

- everything in her life seemed to be at a standstill ---- despite her best 

efforts. 

 

Like the packages gathering at her feet --- nothing was moving along. 

 

Things are different this time of year --- things are different as we get closer 

to Christmas --- things are beginning to move along --- people come from 

afar --- people are beginning to travel to where ever it is they will be 

spending Christmas. 

 

Things are different ---- people spend more --- and shop more ----- even 

people who don’t usually shop and spend --- are shopping and spending ----- 

and people also love more --- and hurt more --- people reflect more --- and 

some people numb themselves more. 

 

Things are different ---- and there are always a few surprises this tome of 

year --- some welcomed ----“Hooray!”----- “Congratulations!” ----  and 

some not so much --- “So sorry to hear that.” ----- “Please tell me you’re 

kidding.” 

 

Indeed our passages mark a bit of a surprise in some ways. 

 

They aren’t what we might expect them to be. 

 

Our 2 Old Testament passages are just oozing with joy --- and our New 

Testament one ---- not so much --- indeed it begins with a series of questions 

and a little bit of confusion even. 
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But before we get to John in Luke’s Gospel ----- the abundant and obvious 

Joy from the Old Testament. 

 

Consider these verses from Zephaniah --- the opening of our passage today – 

 

“Sing, Daughter Zion; 

shout aloud, Israel! 

Be glad and rejoice with all your heart, 

Daughter Jerusalem! 

 

The Lord has taken away your punishment, 

he has turned back your enemy. 

The Lord, the King of Israel, is with you; 

never again will you fear any harm. 

 

On that day 

they will say to Jerusalem, 

“Do not fear, Zion; 

do not let your hands hang limp. 

The Lord your God is with you, 

the Mighty Warrior who saves. 

He will take great delight in you; 

He will soothe you with His love, 

and shout over you with jubilation.” 

 

And then from Isaiah we have these words --- the end chapter 12 ---- we 

heard it earlier --- 

 

“Give praise to the Lord, proclaim his name; 

make known among the nations what he has done, 

and proclaim that his name is exalted. 

Sing to the Lord, for he has done glorious things; 

let this be known to all the world. 

Shout aloud and sing for joy, people of Zion, 

for great is the Holy One of Israel among you.” 

 

Great joy ---- jubilation. 

 

And then there is our Gospel passage it’s far less jubilant --- at least on the 

surface anyway. 
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Instead of celebrating the people are asking questions and they are a bit 

confused ---- things aren’t happening as they had expected --- listen to the 

last half of our gospel passage again ----- starting at verse 15 --- 

 

“The people were waiting expectantly and were all wondering in their hearts 

if John might possibly be the Messiah.  

John answered them all, “I baptize you with water. But one who is more 

powerful than I will come, the straps of whose sandals I am not worthy to 

untie.  

 

He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire.  

 

His winnowing fork is in his hand to clear his threshing floor and to gather 

the wheat into his barn, but he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable 

fire.”  

 

The gospel reading for today is a little different from the Old Testament ones 

----- this John the Baptist is a little different ----- this Jesus that he speaks of 

is a little different. 

 

This 3rd Sunday of Advent is a little bit different. 

 

This 3rd Sunday of Advent is a transition --- not just from purple or blue to a 

pink candle ----- not just from a climb into Christmas to a slide into 

Christmas. 

 

There’s a little bit more going here as well. 

 

This Jesus guy is going to be a little bit different than maybe people were 

expecting or ready for. 

 

Christmas is a coming --- it’s almost here --- it’s almost panic time ----- 

 

Do I have everything I need? 

Did I get all the gifts? 

Did I forget anything --- or anyone? 

Did I mail all my cards --- did I forget anyone? 

Do I have enough wrapping paper? 

Is the menu set? 
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Do I have all the such and such that I need? 

I don’t want to be scrambling about at the last minute for… 

I better not forget to… 

 

Maybe you’re already at ---- “Can Christmas just be over already.” 

 

Anybody there yet --- ---- anybody saying to themselves --- “can Christmas 

just be over already!” 

 

The time of year can get away from us ---- we can be pretty happy one 

minute and all stressed out the next --- and can change in a hurry --- 

suddenly. 

 

The Gospel reading today marks a considerable shift in expectations in what 

people were anticipating. 

 

John the Baptist does his best to set the record straight --- and help people 

out. 

 

Indeed the first half of the Gospel reading is a series of questions directed at 

John. 

 

In verse 10 the crowds ask ---- --- “what should we do then?” 

 

In verse 12 it’s ----- “even tax collectors asked --- what should we do?” 

 

In verse 14 it’s --- “Then some soldiers asked him --- “And what should we 

do?” 

 

The people are uncertain about what to do. 

 

In verse 15 it’s ---- “The people were waiting expectantly and were all 

wondering …” 

 

They were waiting --- wondering --- asking questions --- they were uncertain 

--- they had certain expectations ---- and John was trying to tell them that 

what they were expecting wasn’t going to happen. 

 

The person they were expecting --- was not the one coming. 
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They were even wondering if John might be the Messiah himself ---- see 

verse 15 from Luke today. 

 

And John shifts their expectations and their understanding considerably ---- 

“I’m not the Messiah” ---- he says --- “I’m not even worthy of untying the 

sandals of the Messiah.” ----- he says to them. 

 

John doesn’t want the people caught off guard. 

 

He doesn’t want them to be the bridesmaids caught without oil in their lamps 

from Matthew 25.  

 

The winnowing fork and threshing floor --- the wheat and the chaff are a far 

cry from the joy and jubilation ----- singing and celebrating --- shouting and 

rejoicing from the Old Testament passages ---- but knowing what John 

knows he can’t just say nothing. 

 

This is Joy Sunday for sure. 

 

But as John the Baptist makes clear in Luke’s Gospel it is joy on another 

whole level. 

 

As Saint Augustine drives home in his famous statement ----- our hearts are 

restless until they find their rest in God. 

 

Joy apart from God --- is not joy at all. 

 

Joy from things of this world never satisfies. 

 

Without God as the source of our joy --- we will never have joy. 

 

Even if we can’t always articulate it God’s signature is on everything that 

brings true joy in life. 

 

 And so ---- He is the source of all true joy whether we recognize it or not. 

 

Indeed that is the nature of true joy ---- it s a gift from God. 
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And so the joy we mark today is the most beautiful thing the world over 

precisely because it comes from beyond just this world ---- true joy ---- 

Christian joy is deeply spiritual --- it dawns on us from outside of us ---- 

from God. 

 

As Isaiah so rightly notes in chapter 9 --- one of the greatest passage for 

Christmas and Advent --- indeed we’ll hear from it on Christmas Eve in 

greater detail --- but for today verse 2 from Isaiah 9 ---- 

 

“The people walking in darkness 

have seen a great light; 

on those living in the land of deep darkness 

a light has dawned.” 

 

Notice it’s the light has dawned. 

 

Dawned as in come in from --- broken in from the outside. 

 

It’s not that the light has emerged --- as if from within --- the light doesn’t 

emerge ----- it dawns. 

 

It’s --- “nagah” --- in the Hebrew --- “dawned” --- as in broken in from the 

outside --- illuminated --- shone on. 

 

It is a gift from God to us. 

 

It comes to us from outside of us --- a divine gift. 

 

Just as joy is. 

 

Joy --- like the light that dawns on us. 

 

Joy --- like Christ Himself ---- true joy ---- is a gift from God. 

 

True joy ---- not just a feeling of fleeting happiness --- but true and lasting 

joy --- the joy of the Lord ----- comes from outside of us --- and is far more 

powerful than anything we could ever generate from within ourselves. 

 

That’s the joy we mark and celebrate ---- and light a candle for today. 
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The joy of the Lord. 

 

The joy that is from everlasting to everlasting. 

 

The joy with divine origins. 

 

The joy we get a glimpse of when we look into the eyes of the ones we love. 

 

The joy we get when we hear a word that pouts our souls at ease. 

 

The joy we get when the Holy Spirit envelopes us and says rest in my love --

- you’re forgiven ----- it’s O.K. --- I love you my child. 

 

The joy when we look in all the right places ----- God’s heart --- and peace --

- and love --- for the solace and forgiveness and acceptance and meaning we 

all so desperately need in this broken world. 

 

The joy of the Lord is coming --- and it is for each and every one of us here 

today. 

 

That’s the Advent message for today. 

 

That’s the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ for today. 

 

Forget Santa ---- joy is on its way. 

 

Hope ----- peace --- and especially for today --- joy. 

 

Not just any joy --- but the joy of the Lord. 

 

May we be enveloped ---- may we be overwhelmed by the joy of the Lord. 

 

Joy is on His way. 

 

Amen. 
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